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 Saturday 5th June. England-France 

Fine but  warm morning, 0620 train from RM, time for coffee in Newcastle, then, after flap over non-

existent seat reservations and a clergyman who thought we were sitting in his seat, to the Big City and a 

short trundle to space age St Pancras, whereupon the First Mistake. This was buying a French-style Tuna 

sandwich which was about as bad as such a thing can me. The baguette was bad enough but the filling – 

long-dead lank vegetation and brown sludge that looked horribly familiar to those of us who have geriatric 

felines with loose bowels– was awful. PFR has never abandoned a tuna sandwich before, but this one he 

did. It did not taste of tuna – rather shockingly, it did not taste of anything. Whizzed under  the Thames, 

brief stop at Ebbsfleet International and rocketed past Ashford international, then sur la manche and the 

green expanse and continental skies of France. In Gare du Nord the Second Mistake – a lift to take us down 

three levels to the lowest tier of subterranean railway (RER); instead it took us up and vomited us forth at 

street level, steadfastly refusing to respond to any more button pushing- but when we got out it snapped 

its door shut and plunged back to the depths, leaving us to struggle back into the station and down 

escalators.  Hot and sticky at Gare du Lyon, then train SE to Sens, with a hold up for what the announcer 

termed as ‘malfeince’ which we read as someone pulling the communication cord. The train had been full 

of gun-toting adolescent policeboys and girls, so maybe someone had been trying to escape them.  Sens a 

pleasant old town, just a few degrees too hot for seven in the evening; taxi to hotel in a broad tree-shaped 

boulevard on the line of the ditch outside the old walls, then late-evening feed in city centre restaurant 

alongside very friendly German family with large black dog, which they found in a waste bin in Greece. 

Sunday 6th June. Sens and Sensibilities 

 Sens still has a right-angled network  of narrow streets that have persisted from its 3rd century  Gallo-

Roman manifestation, many lined with old timber-framed houses. The garden walls fronting onto the 

encircling boulevard sometimes have two or three courses of huge megalithic blocks at the foot – remains 

of the original walls - and the odd projecting 

half-round tower survives, as well as the 13th 

century ‘La Poterne’ on the south.  The central 

square with its cafes stretches out below of the 

west facade of the Cathedral, today rather 

spoiled by having its tallest tower (south-west) 

shrouded in plastic sheeting as ‘travaux’ are 

undertaken.  There are two fine doorways with 

high-relief figure sculpture on the tympana, 

obviously unrestored as some historic outburst 

of iconoclasm has robbed each character of their 

heads, which are now replaced by roosting 

pigeons. On the south is not a cloister but a long courtyard enclosed by the ranges of the Archiepiscopal 

Palace, now a museum – and open free-of-charge on Sundays.  It is mostly 16th/17th century but the west 

range (Palais Synodal)  – closed for travaux – is 13th century, although restored/rebuilt by the ubiquitous 

Viollet le Duc. Vast basements full of Roman tombstones, sundry opulent ecclesiastic bits and pieces in the 

treasury, adjacent to the choir of the Cathedral; here we heard singing, realised there was a morning Mass 

and scurried off to attend. PFR even understood part of the sermon this time!  The service was a good 
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advert for the commonality of Christian worship. The Cathedral is largely of the mid C12, with the pointed 

arch just supplanting the round one, although the transepts with their great wheel windows are later.  

Sallied forth to cloudy skies and on-and-off rain; Panini in the Market Place then east to look for the oldest 

church in the town, St Savinian. It is 11th century (although somewhat restored, and with a later medieval 

top to its tower) and has a simple crypt under the chancel. Back towards town on the south of the road is 

St John’s church, originally part of a priory and now part of the local hospital. The 13th century building – 

interior out of bounds due to the usual travaux – is apsidal, and looks like the shorn-off eastern arm of a 

larger church, with the C18 hospital buildings enclosing a cloister on the south of where the nave ought to 

have been. 

Mid-afternoon weariness drove us back to the hotel for a nap: ELR stayed but PFR sallied forth with sketch 

pad, back to St Savinians ; a concert was coming out and lots of friendly but incomprehensible people tried 

but failed to engage him in intelligible conversation. Out in the evening to a crepery at the foot of the 

north-west tower of the Cathedral, rightly recommended by the hotel. Choice is as a quart or  demi of vin; 

the former is insufficient to touch the spot, and the latter leaves one with the frustration of teetering on 

the brink of an imagined country of Revelation and great creativity, but at the same time needing to 

exercise faith that one can still walk in a straight line. 

Monday 7th To Vezelay 

Rose early, breakfasted, made a video (after several attempts to work out how her camera operated) of 

ELR operating the orange-juice machine (Pure Heath Robinson; press the tap, oranges drop in one by one, 

lots of rotating wheels and spouting juice) then taxi to the car-hire 

place in downtown Sens, a well-worn diesel Clio estate reeking of 

deoderiser and with an odd inserted boot – four doors but no back 

seat. Ran perfectly well though, if a little powerless on hills. An hour 

of being cautious on-the-wrong-side of the road brought us to 

Auxerre (left). First St Germaine’s Abbey, a major Benedictine house 

that lost most of its nave during the Revolution (leaving the south-

west tower intact but isolated) and has a fantastic crypt under its 

eastern arm, complete with 9th-century frescoes and St Germaine 

himself, discreetly within sarcophagus.  The monastic buildings – the 

cloister was on the north – were, as often, remodelled in the 18th 

century, but a fine Romanesque chapter house has been 

disentangled from later works on the east, and seems complete. At 

the west end of the church there is a modern undercroft that 

extends beneath the raised paved area on the site of the old nave, 

full of exposed archaeology but difficult to make sense of. We are 

told that at our feet lie evidence of a 6th century building, a 9th 

century confession and a great 11th century nave. We believe it.   

Sandwich in the market place in a bar where there was much frenetic racing around with food yet 

extremely slow service, then a brief visit to the Cathedral of St Etienne, the town’s other great church, all 

Gothic. Dare I say it, already, only two days in, one cathedral is beginning to look just a little like another..... 
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As we walked through the Market Place, a rat scampered along the pavement and over Elaine’s foot; he 

looked a healthy little fellow, in fine fettle, but was gone before we could engage him in conversation.  

South again, through hillier terrain with some cliffs (and cave entrances) appearing, to Vezelay. Vezelay 

stands on a hill, around which the tides of history have swirled. Pilgrims set off from here towards 

Compostella, St Bernard preached off a crusade from here (today a politically incorrect event even to 

remember in a polyfaith society), Thomas a Becket preached the sermon here that, back in England, 

infuriated the king and sealed his fate. And there are bits of Mary Magdalene in the crypt. Poor Mary 

Magdalene, she is far more alive in the pages of Scripture than in gilt reliquaries; nevertheless, people 

swarmed here to see her post-mortal vestiges until the powers-that-be ruled that Maximin in Provence had 

even better and more authentic bits – thereupon everything fell apart, visitors numbers dwindled, the 

huge church with its Romanesque nave-that-goes-on-for-ever was left unfinished.  Vezelay really  died long 

before the Revolution, that was merely an official termination. It lay in ruins – then along came Violet-le-

Duc and rescued it, rebuilding both bits that had fallen down and bits that had never been completed 

anyway.  The nave is all round arches, and fantastic carved capitals, Bible stories, legends, moral  

exhortations. The ‘Mystic Mill’ was wonderful – 

the guidebook interpreted every detail – and so, 

in a different way, was ‘Profane Music and the 

Demon of Impurity’. What is profane music? Here 

it is a man playing a flute (actually it looks more 

like a saxophone); to his left is a ‘goodwife’ 

(according to the guidebook) admonishing him, to 

his right the Demon, as often three-quarters 

comic  one quarter nightmare, with a huge 

collapsing face, one eye slipping halfway down his 

cheek; to his right, round the corner of the 

capital, he is fondling a second woman (a 

‘badwife’?). Skip forward ten centuries; in the 

sunshine outside the strains of Dire Straits were drifting down from the men engaged in travaux on the 

tower scaffolding; was this Profane Music?  A better candidate surely was the pop videos being blasted at 

us as we ate our lunchtime baguettes in the bar at Auxerre. 

Our guesthouse was close to the Basilica, in fact in a medieval building that claimed to have been a 

hostelry, all vaulted undercrofts, red-tiled floors and immense ceiling beams. The wardrobe in our room 

had painted flowers and dim traces of a black-letter inscription, it could well have been medieval; best to 

leave its door closed if you wanted to stay in the twenty-first century – these places have their dangers. 

Walked down to the foot of the hill for evening feed, mellow meander back through a maze of ancient 

alleys. 

Tuesday 8th June. Abbeys in the Rain 

 Rose to go to 7.00 am Lauds in the Basilica; white robed brothers (on the left) and sisters (on the right); 

beautiful singing but all the time a great ululation of amplified cooing from the pigeon hosts above. Do they 
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have microphones up in the roof, for ambience?  Occasional solo spots from songbirds as well; St Francis 

would have loved it. 

Breakfast in the same bar that we ate in last night, then, as steady rain set in, departed east to Avallon, an 

old town on a rocky promontory a bit like Durham, within a deep incised meander.   Interesting church of 

St Lazare, its interior stepping downhill to the altar, away from the street, and remnants of town walls with 

the odd conical roofed round tower – picturesque but the rain got harder and harder, so soggily off to a 

morning coffee. 

Then quite a cross-country drive to 

Fontenay, a beautiful  (and expensive, 9 

euros each) Cistercian Abbey.  The 

church is quite intact, but empty; a 

lovely interior, simple in is detail and an 

utter contrast to Vezelay. The nave has 

lofty arcades but no triforium or 

clerestory and at the east end there is 

no crossing, just a stepped set of five 

windows over the arch into the short 

square-ended choir. All is chaste and 

uncomplicated, the capitals simply 

rudimentary flower forms, light-and-

shade suffice for ornament. This is the 

revolution of St Bernard; he saw the architectural splendour of previous abbeys, in particular Cluny, as 

symbolising decadence and their riot of carving as mere distraction; maybe it could edify or educate 

pilgrims, but it could divert monks from their prayers;  it is hard not to sympathise with him; Demons of 

Impurity and their like at times veer close to lithic pornography. 

The church filled with an excited gaggle of school children1; one approves in principle, and flees in practicei 

– up the night stair into the dorter (which turned out to be full of children as well). This runs the whole 

length of the east range and has a beautiful  late-medieval arch-braced roof. The original Romanesque 

cloister is intact as well, although east and west ranges have been rebuilt in the 18th century – bar a bit of 

the east wall of the frater which now serves as the west end of a little block called the ‘enfermerie’, a late 

medieval addition, perhaps an archive or treasury, projecting west from the to the south end of 

the`dorter’. To the south of the dorter is a big detached east-west range, again Romanesque, and this is 

something special – workshops and an iron foundry. One big hearth, a waterwheel and a trip hammer have 

been restored. Beneath the abbey the usual Cistercian maze of waterways, now feeding various ponds and 

fountains. After the Revolution the Abbey had a century as a papermill – old photographs show it complete 

                                                           
1
 One immensely- heartening sight; one French schoolchild wearing a T-shirt indicating that they had just attended a 

‘Cricket Academy’... it may take time (and have got to Papua/New Guinea first), but real civilisation is spreading even 

here. 
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with chimney stacks – but that phase of its history has been erased by careful restoration. There is a half-

timbered gatehouse and another medieval north-south range to the west of the cloister, now housing 

exhibitions and a bookshop; as usual in France, all very well handled without the sad English tendency to 

dumbing down. 

Into nearby Montbard  for lunch, then south to Semur-en-Auxois, after a few hours easy to confuse in ones 

memory with Avallon as both have almost identical situations, significant old churches and remains of 

walls.  The church here – Notre-Dame – was once a priory; of a variety of 

medieval dates, it contains a disparate variety of interesting artefacts; the 

oldest is presumably the limestone slab paving with some big ammonites 

visible. Some excellent late medieval stained glass given by local guilds; 

one of the butcher’s panels, showing axeman about to brain an innocent 

cow, is reproduced as a motif in the shop window of  a local vets. A little 

lower down, the narrow neck of the promontory was occupied by a castle 

with four immense round towers at the corners, which survive amidst a 

clutter of later buildings. Beyond  is a tree-lined promenade on top of the 

old town walls, which have rounded projections, and fine views down to 

the river far below. 

South-east now, and stumbled on St Thibault, where the church seems to 

have a very strange polygonal tower – in fact it turns out to be the eastern 

apse of a priory church which towers up, all light space and strange screen-like tracery standing clear of the 

internal face of the wall, beyond a dark little post-medieval nave; to the north is a little flanking chapel, 

containing treasures including a 15th century wooden byre and various grave slabs.  Outside is what is said 

to be the stub of a north transept, with a fine doorway that has a figured tympanum, and an odd little 

square towerlet; all very strange. The nave has gone, but an old house stands on the site of the east range 

of the cloister. 

A few km on, a dramatic hilltop silhouette drew us to Chateauneuf, a clutch of tower with pointy roofs, up 

a steep twisting road. ELR sat it out in the carpark, PFR explored (5 euros entry); a fairly small enclosure 

studded with round towers with a couple of late medieval blocks – one intact, one a roofed shell. 

Flamboyant Gothic just turning into Renaissance. Philippe Pot was the most famous resident- in the chapel 

is a replica of his tomb (the original has been taken to the Louvre), with a group of cowled mourners 

huddled around his recumbent effigy.  

Nuit St Georges, our overnight stop, seems a pleasant little town; out hotel/motel was on the outskirts 

beyond a motorway. Vineyards all around; expensive wine country- the restaurant didn’t do cheap... one 

glass only, which to PFR’s undiscerning palate was OK, but no more. 
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Cluny across the fields, still studded with towers but the tallest, of the Abbey church, was once a minor component in a group of seven. 

 

Wednesday 9th June. To Cluny, and the Hole where an Abbey ought to be...                                         Sunny 

morning; south a few km to Beaune, a big market town, surprisingly clean and tidy, must be wine money.  

It was also market day- quite a trek round before we found a parking space. Lots of wine caves, two 

utilising the Cordeliers, the former Franciscan friary – one the cloister and the other, over the road, the 

north aisle and chapels of its church – the road had gone straight down the axis of the church. But just 

round the corner, and far more wondrous, the Hotel Dieu, a hospital built in 1443 by Nicolas Rolin, who 

was very rich, for the poor. The huge hall fronting onto the square is of white stone and quite plain 

architecturally except for the canopy over the door and the cresting, dormers and spire on its steep roof, 

but the buildings on the other three sides of the courtyard behind it are timber-framed on the upper floor, 

and have spectacular patterned roofs of glazed coloured tiles. The main hall still has its 30 built-in beds, all 

canopied and curtains, and, in classic medieval infirmary style, a chapel  at one end; it remained in its 

original use until the 1970s. The whole place is full of wonders (but also of gaping tourists) from the duck-

headed taps in the kitchen to the bottles of dried woodlice in the pharmacy; from an art historical point of 

view the most staggering is the chapel altarpiece painted by the Flemish  Rogier van der Weyden. A folding 

piece, on the back (as exposed when out of use) were portraits of Rolin and his wife, along with patron 

saints, but on the front is a stunning Last Judgement – the faces are photorealistic. In the centre an 

impassive angel balances  good and bad deeds (yes Nicolas, we know, a hospital like this must outweigh an 

awful  lot of naughties in the other pan), so thoroughly Pre-Reformation theology there, but the damned 
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flee and tumble into the bottom-right Hell without a demon in sight. The Romanesque world of Vezelay 

and Conques is far behind. 

A croque monsieur (cheesy toast with a thin strata of ham) in the market place for lunch and a scurry 

round the ramparts – a broad raised walk with some huge projecting artillery-period bastions as well as the 

odd more slender conical-topped medieval tower – before departing south for Cluny, an hour and a half of 

driving which would have been less if we had not tried a short cut and experienced some very minor and 

complicated roads. The sun went in and the sky darkened, but temperatures stayed in the mid twenties – a 

bit uncomfortable. Shot past lots of interesting places, in landscape of wooded hills with the odd limestone 

crag but Cluny called. 

Cluny is really a town with a big hole in the middle, where an abbey ought to be. Former presence cannot 

help but mean current absence. To be precise it had the biggest Abbey in Christendom, or at least the 

biggest church before the Pope got one over on it by rebuilding St Peter’s in Rome five centuries later. 

Founded in 1109 or 1110 (this lack of historical precision seems to shed an air of doubt over the current 

onzocentennial celebrations2), its secret of success seems o have been allegiance to the Rome alone, and 

thus freedom from national and local politics; the 11th century saw immense growth. Popes were 

consecrated here, with a thousand monks in attendance. Daughter houses spread all over Europe. The 

buildings became grand and elaborate, as did the offices said in them, but success and riches as always 

brought decadence. Decline was long-winded, with ups and downs – there was even a last gasp effort at 

reform in 1789, only a year before the end - the Revolution. It was an END in capital letters.  The 

Revolutionaries put in a real effort. The immense church was destroyed, all except its South Transept 

capped by an octagonal belfry and spire – one of seven that adorned the church. The lower parts of the 

western annexe to the nave have been disinterred, and the bases of its twin towers; a custodian suggested 

that around a tenth of the edifice survives, but that is probably optimistic.. However, the town retained the 

buildings where they monks lived rather than worshipped – they had been rebuilt within the last hundred 

years anyway - and the cloister became a new market place. There are lots of outlying buildings still 

scattered around the town including a whole series of lofty towers, most of which stood on the precinct 

wall. One, the Tour de Fromages, is of early 11th century date, and stands complete. For a couple of euros 

one can huff and puff up its seven steep wooden stairs, and view at the top a remarkable modern wonder, 

a screen that can be turned by hand, obviously linked to a camera, which relays a view looking north – 

everything happening today is visible, cars moving, pedestrians walking – but above them, and with no 

visible line of distinction, the absence becomes presence and the huge abbey church once more stands 

complete. Cluny I was the first wooden church, Cluny II its stone rebuilt, and Cluny III the vast church begun 

in 1083 that stood for seven centuries – now behold Cluny IV, in virtual reality. Computer-generated image 

makers have had a field day here  for a couple of decades now, but this one is so totally convincing that it is 

a little unsettling. Worth climbing all those stairs for, though... 

                                                           
2
 This celebration explains why half the place is inaccessible as travaux continue; it was obviously intended to disinter 

buts of abbey previously buried, and make other bits accessible to the public, but these things run late... so the 

celebratory hordes find less, not more, to see... 
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There is a rather strange air to the whole 

place. Not only does it depend on the 

departed physical presence of an 

immense building, but it is trying to 

publicise, onzocelebrate and, let’s be 

frank, cash in on,  something that  

modern secular society just cannot get its 

head round. What were all those monks 

really up to? (and then, even more sotto 

voce, Why did we wreck the place a 

couple of hundred years ago? ) Is there a 

pachyderm , or even a small herd of 

them, browsing quietly, trunks swinging, 

in the shadows here?  The Romanesque 

world view, all those delights and terrors 

they chiselled into in stone, has gone, but 

has left behind a space that cannot be 

adequately filled by the ephemera of 

modern ‘spirituality’ whose scripture is 

the Colour Supplement – in a way Cluny-

without-its-Abbey is a pertinent 

metaphor for the human condition. STOP! 

it’s time for a petit dejeune..  

                                                                       Sketch of what is left of the the abbey church, with a remnant of 

     the west door in the foreground, the exhumed bases of some of  

     the nave piers, and beyond, the surviving south transept and  

     tower. 

Evening fed in a restaurant right beside our lodgings, fine but monsieur misheard PFR’s vin order as a quart 

rather than a demi.... 

Thursday 10th June. Tournus 

Breakfasted and PFR delivered ELR to Taizé, ten minutes up the road; he got out to carry her bag to the 

door and was pounced on by an aggressive monk for illegal parking...... Then into solitary default mode, ie 

church crawling.  This is probably the best part of Europe for it; most major abbeys and cathedrals 

influence the lesser churches of their area, and Cluny did so more than most. An awful lot happens in the 

11th century, when back in Britain we were brawling with Viking armies and then getting conquered by 

William. Here every village wanted its own miniCluny, and a lot got it, in the form of a dependent Priory.  St 

Martin’s Church at Chapaize has a lofty 11th-century tower with pilasters and shallow blind arches – 

‘Lombardic’ is the local terminology. In England it would pass for classic Saxo-Norman overlap. It was a 

priory, but there is nothing to immediately show it. Five minutes away the church of Lancharre was that of 

a Cluniac nunnery (later abbey) and what survives is highly picturesque but very odd. There was a 
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cruciform 11th/12th century church with a transepts, the usual eastern apse and a crossing tower, which in 

the 13th century became the north aisle to a larger building. In the 17th century the nuns, shortly before 

they left for good, demolished the old nave, leaving only the crossing and eastern arm. Inside some fine 

grave coves, mostly incised effigies, stand upright against the walls with other pieces incorporated in the 

paving; there are also a few cross slabs. 

Then on east to Tournus, and its Abbey of St Philbert, a fantastic 

early church, tightly girdelled by a curtain wall studded with 

towers, the response to an invasion by Hungarians in 937. You 

approach between two round towers, to be confronted with the 

towering fortress-like westwerk, all arrow slits and arcades of 

Lombardic arches; the south tower has a gabled roof, the north 

was raised into a Romanesque belfry in the later 11th century. 

Westwerk and nave had huge round rubble piers and shallow 

half-round pilasters; in the westwerk is a square nine-bay 

narthex with the lofty Chapel of St Michael above. The nave 

seems a little later – sadly, although there is a lot of 

interpretative material, there is absolutely nothing in English, 

not even at the tourist office. This is unusual, is there local 

Anglophobe sentiment?  There is a fine crypt of the usual-walk-

round-the-relics-type  under the eastern arm. The cloister 

buildings are early too, although only the north walk of the 

cloister itself survives, and the east range has gone beyond the 

chapter house which oddly has its floor way below the cloister walk. The frater is a vast bare hall with a 

plain round barrel vault, whilst in the adjacent west range the cellar has a pointed one, this time with ribs – 

both filled with an art exhibition, and a no photography rule, sadly. 

Then south over the hills, through Chardonnay (the Chardonnay?) with a little Romanesque church that 

was sadly locked up, to Bissy-la-Maconnaise which had one which wasn’t; inside various interesting things 

including a medieval statue of St Anthony with his pet pig and a nice cross slab in the floor, a late one with 

skull and cross bones, presumably as mortality emblems.  

Then to Aze, and its show caves; an excellent hour-and-a-half’s worth (7 euros). A series of caves above a 

resurgence, all different levels of the same system. The highest has been partly cleared by archaeologists, 

and has all sorts of relics, from the Middle Ages (walled entrance, perhaps to keep lepers in...) back 

through many ages of man to cave bears and even a cave lion, ending in a draughting dig. Then out again, 

and into another gated hole where a short artificial tunnel gave onto a larger multi-level system which in 

the end got down to the stream – plenty of tribute paid to the cavers who explored it, by pumping out the 

resurgence. Mostly comfortable walking passage, some good formations although a lot of them behind 

unsightly wire mesh. 
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Friday 11th June    Wordless in Cluny 

ELR cloistered in Taizé (having been given the task of toilet cleaning as part of her monastic initiiation), PFR 

in Cluny; sundry frustrations encountered. A whole day without the real possibility of having a conversation 

with anyone actually stops time in an alarming manner; in the end conversed with Megan over the mobile 

phone, which of course rang up astronomic charges and used up all its money, so ELR unable to 

communicate... Also found, after buying another Abbey ticket,  that the medieval sculpture exhibition is 

closed (it is apparently being ‘improved’); moaned loud and long, in English, to custodian, who was 

professionally polite but probably quite unmoved. Hot and sticky, sleepless night. 

Saturday 12th June    Alone in Autun 

Via Taizé to leave note for ELR, telephonic communication now having failed, then drove quite a long way 

north-west. Called in at Mont-St-Vincent, a hilltop village with tremendous views and an early church; it 

has a big open round-arched western porch, but lost its lofty tower in the Revolution. Nave with transverse 

vaults.  Autun, when you finally get there, is a pretty amazing city.  It was already huge by Gallo-Roman 

times – 6 km round the Roman city walls, a lot of which remains, including two spectacular gateways and 

the ruins of the largest-known theatre in the Empire. Those of us used to Romanities on the level of 

Hadrian’s Wall can just stand and gape; the lower parts of the gateways, pairs of huge arches flanked by 

smaller pedestrian ones, date from c 18AD; there arcaded upper works are thought to be added under 

Constantine. Violet le 

Duc got at one (the 

Porte d’Arroux), but 

the other, slightly 

more ruinous, the 

Porte St-André, seems 

totally authentic. The 

western walls have 

endless projecting 

round towers (all 

Roman!), but at the 

southern extremity 

one was remodelled 

and heightened with 

an octagonal 

superstructure in the 

12th century, to form 

part of a castle, and 

then finally topped off  by 19th century Ursuline nuns with a huge statue of the Virgin Mary – quite surreal.  

And as if this is not enough, there is a grand cathedral as well, late Gothic without but Cluny-style 

Romanesque within, all big fluted pilasters and spectacular carved capitals – and a fantasic Last Judgement 

tympanum, now with a later porch, close to Conques. More capitals are accessible at close quarters in a 

late medieval room reached up a spiral stair from the south choir aisle – they include mythical beasts such 

as a hippogriff (pure Harry Potter)  and the conflict between the pygmies and the cranes, which apparently 
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features in Classical mythology. All too much. Also shopped at a Boulangerie and bought three items, in 

French, all quite intentionally.  

On the way back spotted a picturesque ruined chateau at Sigy-le-Chatel but it was defended by barbed 

wire and unfriendly notices, A collapsed wall nearby yielded what looked like Lower Lias fossils, Pectens, 

gryphea-like lamellibranchs, belemnites and one vestigial ammonite. Then, after getting briefly lost, quite 

look at the ‘old church’ in Taizé, said to be C11 (tower over choir, little apsidal sanctuary); inside the nave 

has three-bay arcades (pointed arches), now just recesses, as if aisle have been removed, but outside there 

is absolutely no sign of them – in fact there are older blocked windows below the present high-level ones in 

the spandrels of the arcades. Very odd. Also odd, but in a different way, the behaviour of visiting pilgrims – 

the recent grave of Brother Roger, the founder of the community, is just by the church door – a large group 

of Chinese arrived, to pray and sing, and then get down to the serious business of each being 

photographed sitting beside the grave. Perhaps the next step in man’s evolution is to have a digital camera 

implanted. ELR had been spared toilet cleaning; like the Sacrifice of Isaac, it was presumably a test of her 

commitment. 

PFR back to one last night in Cluny, eating his boulangery purchases and drinking eau de tap. 

Sunday 13th June. The Fringes of the Jura 

PFR rose early. Methodical clearing of room, then to Taizé for morning service; very impressive and 

multilingual; leader was Taiwanese but thankfully spoke in English. Church looks like a huge wooden shed 

with the odd onion-dome  (to make the Orthodox feel at home), but very impressive inside; felt fairly full 

but there were only 700 there – can be 7000 in high summer, mostly young, so can outcluny Cluny.  We all 

sit on the floor and the singing is wonderful. After communion however PFR relocated what he thought 

was his floorspot (ie found his backrest) and sat down only to be forcibly pushed out of the way by as lady 

who decided the floorspot was hers, which may have been effective nonlingual communication but spoilt 

things a bit. 

ELR gathered her packed lunch, then away up into the hills to the east, calling at Blanot – pretty little 

Romanesque church and ‘priory’ buildings, more a manor house, private but very good informative boards 

outside. Grotte de Blanot only open July/August – pity, because with ‘narrow passages and ladders’ it 

sounds fun. Over the hills to the main road from Macon, stopping briefly to view a fine 11th century church 

at Uchizy and then  north past Tournus, then east to Louhans (nice old main street with arcades, welcome 

in hot sun) and then Lons-le-Saunier which styles itself capital of the Jura; got lost, and when we did find 

the centre the Cordeliers church was all locked up. The Jura, wooded hills with the odd outbreak of white 

limestone crags (most of which looks steeply or even vertically bedded) rise to the east; north along their 

foot on fast road, round Poligny and then Arbois, where we had some difficulty getting off (only exits to the 

right, and nowhere to the left signed....); our b&b at Grozon 5 km away to the west. Posh room but abuzz 

with flies; back to Arbois in evening, where Louis Pasteur came from, which they make a great deal of. His 

medical discoveries were all incidental to researching problems of wine making; the man had priorities. To 

get a table at the restaurant had to kill three quarters of an hour walking round, no hardship, meal decent. 

ELR had a fondue which is a vat of boiling cheese sauce over a flame, into which you dip bits of bread. A 
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neighbour knocked theirs over, resulting in a mini-conflagration which enlivened things. PFR a demi-

bouteille of local vin rouge, which was quite nice. 

Monday 14th June  Marmite(s) and vertically-urinating Bats 

Breakfast artistically set out, except crawling with flies... Then back into Arbois, and up the wooded valley 

beyond to the Grotte des Planches, at the foot of a huge limestone crag. We were the first visitors, and got 

a guide – who spoke decent English, just for the two of us. An hour of intense speleogeomorphology 

followed, after which the soul ached with wonder and the brain with information overload.  Could write a 

dozen pages on this one, but won’t. A bit like Aze, a complex multi-level system, but with one big gallery 

with a suspended walkway above a lake, then further on the marmites – actually potholes in the gallery 

floor drilled out by swirling stones – and a mountain of ancient guano, above which the roof is all corroded 

and spiky – bat urine dissolves the limestone to give better footholds for the pendant furries. Isn’t 

evolution/creation wonderful! But pause for thought; inverted bats must pee upwards forcefully to 

dissolve the ceiling, otherwise you just get wet dripping and presumably miserable bats.... 

Then back to Arbois for the supermarket, and on to Salins-les-Bains, with salt mines and salt springs, and a 

salt bath ELR would have indulged in except everything was closed for the usual two-and-a-half hour lunch.  

Easstward across the Jura – which deserve a word of explanation. The rock, mostly limestone, is Jurassic, 

but it all got scrumpled up in the Alpine Orogeny (or earth storm). They seem to consist of a series of 

parallel north-east to south-west ridges mostly wooded, with valleys or areas of plateau between, partly 

wooded and partly pasture, dotted with extraordinary farm buildings which have immensely wide gable 

ends and combine house and byres with the hay loft above under the broad  roof. In the pastures one sees 

clumps of trees, or rather, one sees the tops of them, because they are growing in blind depressions. There 

do not seem to be many streams – water percolates straight in, and eventually emerges at one of a series 

of ‘Sources’, where  at the heads of deep blind-ended or ‘box’ valleys rivers spring full-formed from the 

bowels of the limestone. These are not resurgences (which would imply the reappearance of a 

disappearing stream) but exsurgences, a word I have just learned.  We turned off the road to see the 

Source du Lison, a glorious cascade down from the mouth of a yawning cavern;  it promptly sumps, with a 

short high-level gallery allowing the visitor a good view of the rock walls dropping into the deep blue water. 

There were cables, lights and film crew everywhere – was there going to be a documentary on cave diving? 

Information boards suggest the sumps link up with other local caves. Pique-niqued beside the local 

cemetery, then on again past Pontarlier to the Augustinian Abbey of Montbenoit. Badly spoiled by abbeys 

of late, and this one was OK but not top rank. The big W tower of the church is C20 (the older one fell 

down....) but the nave is Romanesque-with-pointed-arches and there is a pretty little cloister with 

rudimentary carved`capitals, mostly later medieval and nowhere near Vezelay or Autun standards.  

On north-east down the long straight Saugeais valley, in which road joined river to twist along an exciting 

canyon; one longed to slow down and stare but would find a thundering lorry centimetres behind, just too 

busy!  This is the Defile d’Entre-Rocher. Road signs helpfully point out two caves, with laybys to park in. The 

first, the Grotte(s) de Tresor, is up a footpath into the woods, only a couple of minutes, to a huge yawning 

entrance at the head of a dry stream bed. At the back of the vast entrance chamber the roof steps down , 

and the rubble floor drops as well; PFR, armed with ELR’s little camping headlight, pressed o n through a 

short crawl to stooping and then walking again for perhaps another 50 m to a muddy puddle, and left it at 
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a rising crawl over gours. Not much further on, beside a hotel nestling under the cliff, was the cave of 

Notre-Dame de Remonot which has been converted into a Catholic pilgrimage chapel, with lots of notices 

engendering silence; however, beyond the ranks of chairs and the statue of the Virgin, shrine briefly 

became show cave, with a bridge over a pool alongside an illuminated stalagmite flow, then a slope down 

to where water cascaded down onto gours, all nicely lit (the passage looks to close down beyond, but it all 

felt a bit too holy to go rooting around). The water is said to cure eye ailments. 

Escaped out of the gorge up a winding road to the 

west, and across pastures and ridge to Arc sous 

Cicon where we were booked in at a table d’hote. 

Arrived early enough to move in and then sally 

forth again, in heavy rain, for a 8 km drive to see 

the Source de la Loue, apparently the largest of 

the Jura cave-springs.  Another huge entrance  

below a towering cliff, and as at the Source du 

Lison there were remains of old watermills; this 

one had been a veritable industrial centre. Access 

was not permitted to the cave itself, and 

unusually, the signs were not as informative as 

one would have liked.  A river, maybe the size of the Wear at Durham, pours out of an entrance perhaps 30 

m wide by 15 m high.... where does it go? There were lots of warning that the exsurging river could rise 

suddenly, and all the way up the 600m concrete road to the parking place were ‘refuges’ – platforms with 

lengths of railing to hang on to – in case visitors are caught by surface runoff in a  flash flood.  Weather can 

clearly be dramatic here. 

Evening fed with our host and hostess, and a Belgian and an Alsatian3 couple. Wide-ranging conversation 

which ELR understood; excellent feed however, beginning and ending with eaudefeu (PFR had just a 

soupcon) 

Tuesday 15th June. A Very Remarkable 

Place 

Francolingual petit dejeuner, then left 

Arc in pouring rain, and back across the 

Jura to Baume-les-Messieurs, a 

remarkable place. You drive along 

through gently rolling wooded 

countryside, then the road suddenly 

plunges in sharp zigzags down the side 

of a hidden valley – in fact the only 

access point, everywhere else is beetling 

                                                           
3
 Woof, woof; no, they come from Alsace, the NE corner of France, next to Germany 
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limestone cliffs. In the bottom is Baume, a picturesque old  village clustered round an abbey of very 

ancient origin (Cluny is its daughter house....). The place used to be Baumes-les-Moines but in the 18th 

century the monks got pretensions and insisted on it being renamed Baumes-les-Messieuers (‘Baumes of 

the Gentlemen’).  One of their later abbots,  

The abbey church is complete, with lots of old gravestones on the floor (but only one cross-slab) and the 

cloister court, although cloister walks themselves have largely gone. Just missed a guided tour, so did not 

get into various monastic buildings – but then again, did not pay either. Outer court to west with 

gatehouse and a formidable donjon for  the abbot, and another court to the east with houses for the later 

‘gentlemen’ monks. 2,5 km up the valley to the south is the Grotte de Baume, a show cave – although 

advertised as open until 12.00, arrived at 11.50 to find next underground trip was at 1415. This however 

stopped us rushing, so ELR sat whilst PFR raced back to the village for an hour drawing the Abbey, then 

returned to the cave to scale the rock stair which was the only way down to the village (and its mill) for the 

folk who lived on the plateau above; it wound its was up a heavily wooded gully, and with hand rails etc 

was really a bit disappointing; the views from the ‘belvederes’ at the top however were remarkable. 

Back down to the cave, to find our visit was to be shared with a horde of 6-7 year old schoolkids.... The 

cave starts as a slot about 15 m up an overhanging rock wall, gained by quite an exciting pendant galley 

and stair; it goes on as a series of spectacular soaring rift chambers with stoopy bits between. The guide 

discoursed good and solid science to the attentive kids; one more we had the bat pee story, and the kids 

didn’t even giggle.....  In the further reaches there were quite a lot of staircases up and down, and some 

good formations, but no active streamway although a smallish stream emerges close to the entrance (and 

drops down some pretty tufa cascades) and the cave can flood in wet weather.  Great place, but the shop 

did not have any surveys of it at all – and the only guidebook available was in Dutch... odd. With the kids to 

entertain and educate the supposed 45 min trip took almost twice as long; the day as fleeing fast and we 

still had far to go. One more stop, at the Cascades de l’Herison4, a famous series of waterfalls; we only had 

time to look at the lowest, a pretty fan-like fall 65 m high. There is as path beside it, and we had heard that 

it was slightly quicker to approach from below (500 m walk from the car park); what we did not realise was 

that to drive from the lower approach to the upper (which was on the road to where we wanted to go) was 

15 km... 

On south-east, towards Switzerland and the Alps; farmhouses become chalet like and ski resorts with 

attendant architectural tat start to appear. We are following signs or ‘Geneva’; hair-pinning main roads 

wind over ridges of contorted strata with lots of mad drivers overtaking in unwise places; reassess opinion 

of the French on the road, yes, they are as bad as the English, though perhaps not quite as insane as the 

Irish.  Arrived at chamber d’hote at Manon near Lajoux 18.45;  high pastures full of colourful fleurs sauvage  

and cows with clonking bells; decent feed but no coffee afterwards, ELR grumpy.  Weather likewise; 

rumbles of thunder. 

                                                           
4
 Thought there could be some interesting etymology here. Herison surely means a ‘hedgehog’. The English speak of it 

raining ‘chats et chiens’, do the French refer to it as  cascading hedgehogs? Sort of like standing under a horse chesnut 

tree in September in a gale, and getting brained by small spiky spheres, but worse. Sadly, it turned out that  Herisson 

is hedgehog and this one is Herison for ‘Holy Water; 
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Wednesday 16th June 

 The Personalised Grouses of Peter F Ryder aged almost 62 towards the end of a French Holiday 

We are paying an incalculable sum of money to stay in the immaculate house of an incomprehensible 

couple (although they can in fact produce sounds interpretable by my wife, who unlike me is clever and has 

studied this sort of thing) who nevertheless do not provide: 

(a) Evening coffee 

(b) A towel much larger than an etampe postale 

(c) Anything to hang the shower on, you just hold it and squirt yourself, in an unenclosed cubicle 

which means that everything else in the bathroom, including your clothes and the etampe-postale-sized 

towellet, get squirted as well. 

Can one imagine roles being reversed in Maison Ryder? ‘Bonjour Madame, si’il vous plait, n’asseyez pas 

dans la lapin mort’... ‘etc. To be honest this table d’hote business has an odour of harlotry about it, friends 

overnight whilst silver changes hands... 

And the food, it is pretty good, but... in my dreams last night I saw, utterly removed and at a great distance, 

as through a long gastronomical telescope, a bright blue light – Lo, and the words came into focus, and 

they read ‘FENHAM FISH BAR’... and, for goodness sake, ‘petit dejeuner’ little roundels of bread and sticky 

coloured stuff to drip onto it .... that’s not breakfast. And the bread has such big holes in it (making a sort 

of boulangetic karst) that the sticky stuff runs right through and out the other side. 

Also the French (apart from their incomprehensible), are so wretchedly good at everything. In the lounge 

downstairs is a great coffee-table sized book on the Geology of the Jura, full of fantastic aerial photographs 

sliced to show every detail of the underlying geology, wonderful and complex as it is. Every cave has been 

explored, every significant fossil found. There is nothing meaningful for the informed amateur left to do, no 

book left to dream of publishing, it has all been done here. Every medieval building has been surveyed and 

analysed; perhaps it is we English who are the incomprehensible ones, at least one step lower down the 

ladder of civilisation. 

I am a mute fool. 

I miss my cats. 

 

But it is a very pretty place, with 

the morning cloud beginning to 

clear, and everything alive with 

wild flowers, which don’t show in 

black and white… 
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Also Wednesday 16th June  En Suisse 

Also, it is pretty froid here – the reason being, we realise, it is pretty high. After petit dejeuner, and a brief 

fraternisation with les fleurs sauvage, off we go south east towards Switzerland. Onto the main road, zigzag 

down to a valley, then zigzag up again, through forests, into the cloud. In the cloud is a hotel, at the Col de 

Faucissie, and then down, again, more down than we have ever driven before, endledss zigzags at an 

unremitting angle. Odd outbursts of tortured distorted rock, trees, mist and down, down, down. At last out 

of the mist, and the little town of Gex, where the great forested slope abruptly ends in a pancakian 

plateau. Increasingly built up, then Swiss border (two bored guards standing disinterested on pavement, 

we drive straight through) and we are in Switzerland. Where is Heidi, Peter the little goatherd, the 

chocolate, the watches, and the big spiky white mountains? All we have is a big modern city, Geneva. 

Everything is admittedly clean and tidy; Switzerland is a very dear place, because of high taxes to pay for 

street cleaning, and things like that. Unlike in France, the traffic lights now go orange rather than straight 

from red to green, but otherwise most things are similar. Drive until we can see the Cathedral in the 

distance, then look for a carpark (all multistoreys) and stop whilst ELR goes off the change euros for Swiss 

francs and PFR remains with plan to gabble incomprehensibly at Swiss traffic wardens, but they never 

came.  All the time it rains, steadily and persistently. 

We walk to the Cathedral, dedicated to St Peter; an 18th-century Classical portico stuck onto a Romanesque 

body (wonderful capitals, again....), with two transeptal towers and between them a spire over the 

crossing; . Under it all an amazing museum of archaeology; the whole place was excavated a few years ago, 

then a new suspended floor built above it. What was found was amazing complexity, from  an important 

prehistoric burial/shrine on through Roman city to a first cathedral in the 3rd century, to which two others 

were added, with baptisteries, bishop’s reception rooms with wonderful mosaic pavements, etc, on and 

on. At times things seemed to a bit too good to be true; was some degree of clever fakery present? 

We bought tickets that allowed us to visit the archaeology, the Museum of Protestantism in a big 18th 

century house on the site of the cloisters, and also go up the Cathedral towers. The Museum was 

interesting, largely devoted of course to John Calvin (of which more separately) with some intriguing 

exhibits such as a cardboard model of a church on which one turned a handle to make the preacher wave 

his arms and the congregation bob and nod. You could do an economy Anglican version, free of moving 

parts.... Quite busy, lots of young Americans(?) who one took to be present day disciples of the Geneva JC. ; 

ELR remarked on having been to Taizé, where old divisions were being undone, and was met with a 

pointed silence. Issued forth in a brief outbreak of watery sunshine, so climbed the Cathedral towers for 

the view – still no mountains but one could look out across Lake Geneva; the city is built where the Rhone 

flows out. Several bridges span the fast-flowing distinctly blue waters. We crossed to look at another old 

church, but it was all locked up. Despite its Protestant past, Geneva feels a modern secular city, grovelling 

before sex and money, the ikons on every wall being of the bronzed bodies of the young. One disused 

‘temple’ (usual term here for a Protestant church) advertised an exhibition on the Bible, all quite high tech 

but a bit of a feeling ‘this is what people used to believe in, hey isn’t it interesting...’. Downpour once more; 

back to carpark and had to draw more francs to pay our release fee. Lots of noise on the streets, cars 

hooting etc – it would appear that the Swiss have been playing football or some such game and must have 

achieved a degree of success. ELR drove, followed queues out of the city pretty successfully, and back into 

France (border guards gone to watch the football). Stopped in Gex at a crepery, actually very pleasant and 
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three boules of glace for under 4 euros so, by this holiday’s standards, a cheap meal. PFR vinful, ELR 

drove up all the hairpins into the cloud. An interesting day; we do believe that there are Alps, it is an item 

of faith we accept, but it would be nice to have seen one, even in the distance. 

 

John Calvin and the Faithstorm 

I first encountered John Calvin in 1975, when briefly involved with a Reformed Church in Hull. For some 

reason I was at a meeting where Sunday School matters were being discussed. One lady teacher explained 

that they did not want to have childrens’ songs mentioning the name of Jesus, which seemed, well, 

puzzling. She explained why. Some of the children might well not be of the elect; they would be going to 

hell anyway, but having used the name of Jesus ‘in vain’ would have compounded their sin and increased 

the degree of their torment. She was  a nice person, and did not want to do that. This was a ‘hang on, why 

am I here....?’ moment.  This is where Calvinism is prone to take one. 

Back, briefly, to Geology. In the Tertiary period, a long time ago, great depths of deposits were laid down in 

a sea, the floor of which kept subsiding; this constantly-infilling trough is called a geosyncline.. On either 

side were two solid tectonic plates- Africa on the south and Eurasia on the north – which moved together, 

as these things do, to squidge and upthrust all the sediments in between, which in the process turned into 

rock. An orogeny or earthstorm ensued, which would have been an exciting time to have been a geologist 

but man’s simian ancestors (if one accepts this sort of thing) were not quite up to appreciate such 

phenomena, which would include volcanoes and lots of earthquakes. If they were wise they kept well clear. 

The end result was the Alps – and the Jura as well, as all this folding and thrusting spread out into older 

rocks which had been quietly lying alongside, minding their own business. 

Now, in much the same place, but a bit more recently (the 16thcentury to be precise) something rather 

similar happened. There were two plates. One was the creaking ecclesiastical system of the ancient 

Catholic church, rooted deeply in tradition and fossilised  practices, doing all the things old establishments 

do (just think New Labour and 15 years; well, the Church had 1500). The other was something innate to 

man – call it conscience, response to Scripture, the promptings of the Spirit, desire to get back to what it 

really should all be about.  And in between, fast accumulating just like all those sediments in the 

geosynclines, was the whole social ferment taking place in European society, independent thinking, 

frustration at long-established corruption, and the learning spreading beyond the few who thought they 

could keep it locked  in their boxes.   The invention of the printing press helped no end.  The plates moved, 

and most of society got caught between.  There was seismic upheaval; people scattered around all over, 

and lots of displaced Protestants moved to Geneva, many fleeing from France which generally did not treat 

them very well.  Medieval Catholicism had come crashing down; all sorts of new things sprung up. People 

wanted to know what to believe, and how they should live. It was not the end of time, but a close 

approximation to it. Sensibility and order was called for; Calvin was in the right place at the right time, and 

possessed a gift for communication. He preached the sermons, he wrote the books, he wore a flat cap and 

he had a little pointy stalactite-like beard - a  delight to any cartoonist, in the 16th century and,  at least in 

Geneva, even today. 
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A lot of what he wrote was sensible, but he aroused opprobrium in one area, when he tried to turn his 

logic to the old question of Man’s free-will and God’s predestination, fore-knowledge, call it what you will. 

The apostle Paul had wrestled with this, so did Augustine. Perhaps where logic should have given up Calvin 

soldiered on and arrived at the concept that man in fact had no free will, no choice.  God predestines some 

to Heaven and others to Hell. Some of his followers actually seemed to relish this, and there is a horrible 

comfort to it – you know you’re chosen, stuff the rest!  But this position forces up enormous Alp-like 

questions – isn’t God supposed to be love? What is the point of Jesus coming? (other than to fulfil some 

complex legal transactions that only God and the initiated few understand). And lo and behold, another 

bitter division in the church arose, Calvinists v Arminians.  Jacob Arminius was a Dutch theologian who 

dared to stand against Calvin, believing that humans have free will; today his name is mostly heard as a 

term of abuse used by Calvinists. Off they go, rant, rant, ranting down the years.  Who can tell what dark 

seeds they have sown in the human psyche? An Anti-Semitic strain in the writings of Martin Luther, 

Germany’s own great reformer, has been linked to the rise of Nazism; the Dutch Reformed Church, 

unashamed followers of Calvin, theologised apartheid.  

The faith-storm split, and continues to split, the Christian church, although 

the upthrust mountain ranges now form a fairly familiar skyline.  As with 

the Alps, there is quite a lot of erosion going on. The old prophecy says the 

mountains will be laid low and the valleys raised up; some folk, like Brother 

Roger and his Taizé community, have had a fair crack at doing that, 

reconciling Protestants not only to Catholics but bringing in others 

separated even longer ago, the Orthodox divisions, who broke away over a 

controversy only Theologians can understand or spell the name of.  But 

tremors and minor volcanic eruptions still occur; last week I encountered a 

website arguing that the Catholics killed in the early days of England’s 

protestancy were not martyrs at all, but traitors to the Crown who 

deserved what they got.... And the Catholic church remains of course, well, the Catholic church – it has 

shifted enough to actually admit that Martin Luther was a valid reformer, but has notably failed to 

canonise Calvin. However in many ways it remains embattled and defensive; the present pope is hardly a 

raving ecumenist.  

In the Geneva Museum of Protestantism, one of the rooms has a big table set for a meal, the places 

bearing the names of Calvin and later luminaries in what became known as the Reformed tradition; we 

hear their voices, shouting out where they stand on the big P issue. At first they are adamant that God 

predestines sinners to hell; when a change comes, it is with the Enlightenment, and it is the voice of human 

reason that moderates things. Where were the people who read the New Testament and hear Jesus say ‘If 

you have seen me, you have seen the Father’ and take that at face value, rather than try and shackle deity 

into human logic and the dreadful sterility of so-called systematic theology. 

 As often, Calvin himself probably isn’t to blame as much as his followers; he had the misfortune to give his 

name to an –ism, and any –ism needs to be treated with a deep suspicion.  Some of his writings – and he 

wrote an awful lot – show him to have been an ordinary human being who on occasions could display 

considerable Christian charity to his fellow humans.  But he was perhaps a man at the mercy of his own 

mind, which he followed too far into some dangerous places.    
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Thursday 17th June  South 

Departed from the flowery uplands of clanking cows, chalets and ski resorts, and headed south, with a 

series of descents that showed just how far up we had been.  The recent rain resulted in raging streams in 

the valley bottoms, and showers and cascades from the cliff faces that often overhang the road. On one 

twisting gorge descent, stopped to admire Le Chapeau de Gendarme, a waterfall from a cliff displaying 

supremely contorted strata. It is the sort of thing you see in geological textbooks, but do not necessarily 

believe. Despite the alarming landscape, there was quite a lot of civilisation – even urbanisation – 

cramming itself into the valley bottoms, and then we met a motorway (note ‘met’; did not use, they cost 

money). It  rarely touched the ground but strode along on huge concrete piers, and then suddenly swept 

across the valley and was gone, straight into a thousand-metre wall of rock. The map shows that it comes 

out four or five km away in the next valley; let’s hope, for the sake of all those cars and lorries hammering 

along it, that it is right! 

Just after the motorway vanished there is an old town, Nantua, in the valley bottom, with facing onto its 

square the battered west front of a Cluniac abbey church. It once had a fine tympanum (there are old 

engravings of it) before the Revolutionaries chiselled most of the carving off. Some bits, including fantastic 

three-dimensional foliage capitals, they left. The cloister buildings have all gone. Immediately beyond the 

town is a very pretty lake; we sat and ate bread with stuff spread on it, and fed the excess to the ducks and 

moorhens.  Just before Nantua a roadsign said ‘Grotte de Cerdon’ 15 mins, which means that if you drove 

like a maniac (as many French do) and ignore the traffic lights and diversions associated with ongoing 

travaux, you might do it in 20, assuming you survive. Eventually we got there; we were fortunate, it is 

officially closed but a large group of 6-7 year olds were being taken down so we were invited to tag along. 

First you climb onto a little road train and wind uphill, then disembark to walk down a deepening gully to a 

small entrance. The cave is 

all downhill, steps all the 

way; the guide said 3,000 

steps but perhaps her 

English numeration was 

not good, but it felt like it. 

At first one descends 

amongst oldish stal in a 

comfortable but not big 

passage, then the 

formations become more 

spectacular – a pair of big 

‘choufleur’ (cauliflower) 

columns were quite 

memorable – and then 

dim daylight is visible 

ahead and one clatters out 

onto a pendant gallery 

swinging around the wall of immense chamber, with an arched entry framing trees far up on the left. The 

weary or asthmatic are given the chance of sitting out the rest of the trip here, which ELR took. The rest of 
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us went on and down, more steps and winding concrete paths, into the depths of the chamber where 

the roof lowered again and there was a short clearly excavated section before it was up more steps to 

daylight once more – another big entrance, provided with a wooden balcony which turned out to be half 

way up a vast cliff, lovely views but the only way out was back through the cave and up, up again, to exit 

from the huge chamber into a wooded doline, in which more winding path led us up to the ticket office. 

The guide said we had descended 125 m, which is over 400 ft. A good trip; the kids were noisy, but PFR was 

able to hang around at the back, and with plenty of handrails to steady the camera on, take photos. 

Then two rather frustrating little stops, Jujurieux -  a village that claimed to have ’13 castles’ – but all one 

could see was couple of very restored and  private mini-chateaux – and Ambronay, with a still-in-use 

Benedictine Abbey, although the old parts are open to the visitors (and they only charge if you take an 

audio guide). Nice church although its west front largely post-medieval, and a good Gothic cloister with an 

18th-century upper level; apart from the chapter house, nowhere else to go. Interesting extra-claustral 

buildings including a range with the ‘Tower of Archives’ but it was encased in scaffolding and polybags. 

And so to our overnight stay at Perouges, or, to be precise, the Cite Medievale de Perouges. Very 

reminiscent of Provence, this is not a city but a walled hilltop village, quite ridiculously picturesque. There 

is a gate-tower (with a ruined barbican) attached to the west end of the fortified church; inside the Rue de 

la Ronde is just that, it runs, in an oval, right round just inside the walls (which just form the backs of the 

house); within a maze of little streets and squares. There was a famous siege in 1468 when it withstood a 

Dauphinois army – or rather the hilltop fortress did, as the peoples’ houses stood outside the walls, and 

these got destroyed. With the benefit of hindsight, they chose to rebuild them inside the walls this time, 

and this is the village that survives today. They had later troubles – as the English guide-sheet remarks ‘The 
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revolution period was a very busy one’ – and must have stayed poor, because nobody rebuilt anything.  

At the beginning of the 20th century the mayor almost had the whole place demolished, but decided to 

restore it instead.  The church has one of those illustrated lists of things that are not allowed, extended in 

this case to allowing children to cry, and to allowing cats to come into the building. Are French cats 

particularly pious? I don’t think ours are.   

PFR had an hour or so of sitting and sketching, then ate in one of the three or four restaurants; could have 

been horribly dear in a tourist trap like this but was OK  (16 euro formula) except that there was one big 

lump in the Coque au vin that did not really look like chicken (but could have been the thighbone of a 

Diplodocus; do they have chickens here of a type we do not know about?). They were however generous 

with the vin – ELR (as mouthpiece for PFR, who so often gets it wrong) asked for a quart, but was brought a 

glass, pointed out error, monsieur brought a quart and said have the glass as well, on the house..... Room 

with sub-medieval hangings over bed, huge beams and a real medieval stone window seat.  

 

Friday 18th June    An Abbey Too Far 

Reluctantly left medieval 

chamber d’hote; our hostess 

practices calligraphy and her 

work is inventive and attractive. 

Proper petit dejeuner this time 

as well; should have lots of stars. 

Half an hour north-west to Brou, 

a major abbey now within the 

suburbs of Bourg-en-Bresse, a 

major modern city. A great 

white Flamboyant Gothic 

churchii5 of the early 1500s, with 

a recently-restoredroof of those 

spectacular Burgundian tiles, 

built by Margaret of Austria 

primarily as a shrine to her 

husband (Philibert  the Fair) , 

and installed a dozen monks to pray for his soul. His two-tier tomb – corpse in winding sheet on the lower 

deck – mixes Gothic and cherubs. The whole place is over-the-top; it survived the Revolution by being used 

as stables and the sculpture all being buried in hay. There are three cloisters, two of them double-decker 

but the main monastic buildings are all in one range, a pair of chapter houses (why?) and a frater on the 

ground floor and a vast dormitory (each monk had their own room) above. Very grand and worth seeing, 

but strengthens ones sympathies for things like Reformations and even Revolutions.  You have got to feel a 

bit sorry for Margaret though; although only in her early twenties, Philibert was her third husband. At the 

                                                           
5
 Sort of like Perpendicular but, being French, with more curvy lines 
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age of three she had been wed to the Dauphin, but ‘repudiated’ at the age of eleven when the powers-

that-be decided he should wed someone else more politic, then in her teens she married a Spanish prince 

who was dead within months. The hapless Philibert lasted three years, then drank too much cold water 

when overheated by hunting... Margaret had had enough of being married, so she retreated to govern the 

Netherlands, which she apparently did pretty well until she succumbed to a poisoned foot. The artists and 

architect employed at Brou were all Dutch. 

Talking of Art and Artists, in two of the corners of the main cloister are big rusty metal blocks, like upended 

suitcases, looking like something abandoned during travaux. One would have ignored them, but a plaque 

on the wall states that they are in fact an Art Installation, and the handiwork of an American; they are 

called Margaret and Philibert; their proportions are based on those of the cloister, and their function is to 

make visitors feel welcome....  It is June 28th, not April 1st – how on earth can we take this stuff seriously? 

Please tell me this is some slightly-misplaced Gallic ideas of a joke; if not, the alternative is just too dire to 

contemplate.  

Then, after struggling to find our way out of Bourg, west, stopping for ELR to have a car tidy and sort our 

stuff ready for travel, and a brief diversion in search of Saracen chimneys. French vernacular buildings 

people get very excited by these, and there are expensive coffee-table books about them. About thirty 

apparently survive; they are found in 17th and 18th century farmhouses, raised over firehoods, and are 

modelled to resemble Romanesque belfries, with a cross on top. The ‘Saracen’ is used in the context of 

‘strange’ or ‘old-fashioned’. A road sign took us to a group of three, near a museum of agriculture which 

probably had more, but alas time was running out and the car had to be back to the TGV at Macon by 1630 

(although our train was 1807). Tried to ring car hire people for an extension but they would not answer.  

Went to St Andre.... a few km short of Macon, which has a fine early church, with an octagonal belfry just 

like a Saracen chimney. Sadly the door was locked...we were ending, not with a bang, but a whimper. 

Found the TGV on the outskirts of Macon, managed a final quick drive up to look up at La Solutre, a 

dramatic limestone crag festooned with climbers and tourists teetering on the brink. Then back to the 

station for 16.30 – no car hire people there, just instructions to leave the key at the station bar....  Sat in 

station doing Soduku and writing up these notes. Debating the riches we could have crammed into an extra 

hour and a half – actually two hours, because the train was late. 

More delays before train eventually arrived in Paris; there followed two quite horrible hours in busy hot 

sticky noisy city. PFR’s trundle-case handle had come off (reminiscent of the moment our first Citroen 2CV 

died when its gear shift pulled clean out of the dashboard) but he hit on the idea of securing it with his 

trouser belt. This worked, but it meant he could no longer secure his trousers with the said belt, with 

unfortunate consequences, also, got separated by Metro door slamming  leaving PFR outside; ELR had to 

return to retrieve him, which was fortunate, as both at the time had different ideas of  which station they 

should have been heading  to.. Add to this ELR being uncertain where hotel was, reading a map upside 

down, etc etc. Eventually, with taxi help in the end  arrived, plus trundlecase, plus trousers even, at hotel. 

Ate late in Bistro. Very tired. 
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Saturday 19th June  Paris and Home 

Hotel petit dejeuner needed a mortgage, so sallied forth to street-corner snackbar, where quite adequate 

croissant and pain o’chocolate for a fraction of the price. Walked through the big city, a bit like a pair of 

country mice. Lots of two-wheeled transport, and even new scooters with two wheels at the front,  which 

seem an interesting innovation. To the Madeleine, a huge Classical temple that turned out to be a church 

dedicated to St Mary Magdalene, started before the Revolution and finished afterwards. Apparently at one 

stage Napoleon intended it to be a temple celebrating his victorious armies, but then they heavily lost an 

away match with Russia, so he decided it expedient to convert it back into a church.  

With our hotel booking came free tickets to an exhibition of the art of Edward Munch, a Norwegian best 

known for his ‘The Cry’. He was a classic Bohemian – only achieved fame after having an exhibition closed 

for subjects then thought scandalous, refused to marry on the grounds it would stifle his art (for good 

measure then shooting the lady who suggested the idea, although, to give him his due, he apparently 

regretted having done this). In general a life of sex, drugs (alcohol – he had big problems) and the 

frustration of being thirty years too soon for rock-and-roll.  Sad; some of his paintings are quite reasonable, 

say up to around A-level standard. A jolly sight better than rusty metal boxes called Margaret and Philibert 

anyway.  They also showed an experimental black-and-white cine film he had made; it was certainly very 

experimental; he seems to have been unsure which way up to hold the camera, and then in which direction 

to point it,   But by far the best thing was, at the bookstall which they invariably mug you with on the way 

out, they had a wonderful book of cartoons about rabbits, expensive but irresistible6. 

 Then down to the Seine; ELR paid a lot of euros to go into the Orangery and see Monet’s paintings of 

water lilies, whilst PFR walked along one bank of the river and back along the other, on the south along the 

road with endless stalls selling arty postcards, and on the north on the lower footpath under tunnels 

smelling of pee in which vagrants lie in sleeping bags, some shouting at passers by (usually in English....). 

Back to the hotel for our gear, then hauling, dragging and trundling again through the infernal hordes 

swarming through the stygian bowels of the metropolis. Trousers round knees, shoulder aching; is it worth 

it?  At last to the Gard du Nord, and onto the Eurostar; relief! No checks or customs this time; the 

gemstones, stolen tapestries and kilogram of semtex all got through.  

Journey home not too bad, Sodukued mindless at times. Met by neighbours at Newcastle Station, gathered 

fish and chips AT   LAST, home to find kittens had flooded the bathroom and then broken out and were 

running amok…. 
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 Later discovered it is a translation from the English.. 


